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IN THE BARN

FROM THE BARN

FROM STORAGE

GUTTER CUEANER
From the custom delivery
chute, to the welded reverse
corners. ..from the big 18" steel
fabricated comer wheels tothe
most reliable power unit in
the industry, it's Hedlund
throughout. Fits any barn layout.

MANURE AS IS
The Hedlund Hydraulic Piston
Pump moves manure ‘

undergroundtoyour storage
facility All-weather system. The
Hedlund Big Ten Pump delivers
the capacity you need for best
performance.

EQUALIZER
Enjoy fast, efficient loadingof
manure consistencies ranging
from liquids to crusted-sloppy
solids Big capacity through a
heavy-duty 12" auger Big reach
with a 22’ chute. Normally, the
Equalizer will load your
spreader in a minute or two All
mounting brackets, including
stand, included
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It's the combination
of experience and

equipment to solve
your manure handling

"problems"
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FREE-STALL CLEANER
Dependable, "thorough
automatic cleaning! The big
high-carbon steel scraper blade
is curved tokeep manure
rolling ahead or the scraper
Therecessed chain keeps the
blade to the floor and is out of
theway of cattle. And more!

MANURE ASLIQUID
The Hedlund-Vaughan
ChopperPump quickly chops
and blends manure in the
reception pit, then pumps
slurryto a storage unit. You
enjoy easy, full control from the
pump platform

BASIN PUMP
Here's powerful, portable
slurry-making and loadout
efficiencyl Adapts to 540 PTO
tractors Built strong! Thebig,
highvolume 25" impeller easily
breaks up solids, with the
special design of the agitating
nozzle You have fingertip
hydraulic control throughout
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TO THE FIELD
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SCAVENGER SPREADER
Solids, semi-solids, liquids
even partially frozen manure,
the Scavenger is one spreader
for the man who thought he
needed two! No flails or aprons
to break or freeze Pulverizer
paddles break up manure and
deliver it to the expellee
Expeller throws uniform
coverage to 50 feet Optional
hydraulically-controlled lid and
brakes are available

WE BUILD FOR
THE DAIRY INDUSTRY

VANGUARD SPREADER
The Vanguard makes quick
workof spreading manure
consistencies from liquid to
semi-solid It combines
the advantages of a
conventional spreader and a
tank spreader, without the
disadvantages Spiraled
paddles break up solidsand
move manure to a powerful
20" fan expeller Optional
hydraulically controlled lid and
brakes are available.


